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Nanometric building blocks for robust
multifunctional molecular junctions†

David D. James,a Akhtar Bayat,a Scott R. Smith, a Jean-Christophe Lacroix*b and
Richard L. McCreery *a

Much of the motivation for developing molecular electronic devices

is the prospect of achieving novel electronic functions by varying

molecular structure. We describe a ‘‘building block’’ approach for

molecular junctions resulting in one, two or three nanometer-thick

molecular layers in a commercially proven junction design. A single

layer of anthraquinone between carbon electrodes provides a

tunnel device with applications in electronic music, and a second

layer of a thiophene derivative yields a molecular rectifier with quite

different audio characteristics. A third layer of lithium benzoate

produces a redox-active device with possible applications in non-

volatile memory devices or on-chip energy storage. The building

block approach forms a basis for ‘‘rational design’’ of electronic

functions, in which layers of varying structure produce distinct and

desirable electronic behaviours.

The field of molecular electronics (ME) is driven by the prospect
of using molecules having a wide range of structures and
orbital energies as elements in electronic circuits.1,2 The basic
subunit commonly studied is the ‘‘molecular junction (MJ)’’
consisting of single molecules or larger ensembles of molecules
between conducting contacts, with much shorter charge trans-
port distances and fundamentally different transport mechanism
than those in ‘‘organic’’ electronics. Quantum mechanical tunnelling
is often invoked as the transport mechanism for thin MJs (o2 nm
for alkanes,3,4 o5 nm for conjugated molecules5–7) and various
‘‘hopping’’ mechanisms,8–10 field ionization11 or multistep
tunnelling12,13 for thicker molecular layers. Although interesting
effects of molecular structure on electronic behaviour have been
reported in single-molecule1,14–16 and ‘‘large area’’ molecular
junctions,3,17–20 the practical utility of molecular electronics for
performing novel functions not possible with silicon has been
constrained by difficulty of manufacturing and/or intolerance to

elevated temperatures during processing or operation.21 The
current report describes MJs containing 1, 2 or 3 conjugated
molecular layers with thicknesses of 1–8 nm each between
carbon contacts in a robust, long lifetime device structure which
has been proven commercially.22 By successive deposition of
molecular layers with varying structure, the electronic behaviour
and possible functions of the completed devices range from
nonlinear amplification to rectification, then to conductance
changes mediated by internal redox reactions. Potentially valuable
applications in nonlinear amplifiers, non-volatile memory and
on-chip energy storage are demonstrated for a practical MJ
design having different nanometric molecular layers.

The schematic MJ structure shown in Fig. 1A was fabricated
with established procedures23 as described in ESI,† and Fig. 1B
shows the completed Quartz/Cr4/Au30/eC10/AQ6.8/eC10/Au20 device
(subscripts indicate layer thickness in nm, and ‘‘eC’’ is electron
beam deposited carbon23,24). Layer deposition by diazonium
reduction results in stable but disordered molecular layers,
although Raman and infrared spectroscopy indicate largely
linear growth of multilayer films.25–27 The attractive properties
of eC for MJ fabrication have been described previously, including
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Conceptual insights
Nearly all papers in molecular electronics to date involve single molecules or
single layers of molecules in parallel, and the majority involve charge
transport by tunnelling. So far, functionality has been limited while the
‘‘rules’’ controlling charge transport are clarified and the devices are made
more reliable. Our paper reports robust molecular devices in a single, proven
junction design which contain 1, 2, or 3 molecular layers, all a few nm in
thickness. Multilayers are a new approach in molecular electronics and we
show that a variety of functions may be achieved merely by changing the layer
structure. The junction architecture is distinct from all others, and the only
one with a proven commercial application. In addition to demonstrating
nonlinear amplifiers and rectification, the paper introduces the possibility of
ion motion accompanying redox reactions, itself a new concept in molecular
junctions. Finally, it highlights the fact that nanoscale transport in the range
of 2–15 nm is distinct from that in thicker films, and truly ‘‘nanotechnology’’,
albeit in one dimension.
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its wider bias range, high stability, and negligible contribution to
ohmic potential losses.23,24 The excellent reproducibility of current
density and its minor changes with junction area indicate that
filaments or ‘‘hot spots’’ contribute negligibly to observed
response.22,28 Fig. 1C shows a schematic energy level diagram
of the highest occupied and lowest unoccupied molecular
orbitals (HOMO and LUMO) of a trilayer MJ containing successive
layers of anthraquinone (AQ), bis-thienylbenzene (BTB),11,29,30 and
lithium benzoate (LiBA). The Fermi levels of the eC contacts were
assumed equal to �4.8 eV vs. vacuum based on their work
functions determined with ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy
(both 4.8 eV vs. vacuum23), and the orbital energies were estimated
with Gaussian 09 [B3LYP/6-31G(d)] for the free molecules. All
biases reported in this manuscript are stated as the bottom eC
contact relative to top, so that a bias of �4 V corresponds to a
negatively polarized bottom contact.

Molecular junctions were made with AQ only, BTB only, AQ/BTB,
and AQ/BTB/LiBA, all using the Quartz/Cr4/Au30/eC10/AQ6.8/eC10/
Au20 device structure, in order to assess the effects of molecular
structure on electronic behaviour. The JV responses for MJs
containing single layers of AQ and BTB are shown in Fig. 2A.
The curve shape and magnitude are independent of scan rate in
vacuum, and are unchanged by acetonitrile vapour (shown in
Fig. S2, ESI†), which will become relevant below.

The covalent bonding in carbon-based MJs provides excellent
stability, with carbon/azobenzene/eC/Au MJs tolerant of 41010 JV
cycles over a 10 month period, 6–600 K temperature excursions,
and years of shelf life in air.22,24 Single layer azobenzene MJs
were recently mass-produced and applied in commercial audio
processing circuits,22 and the analogous application of AQ MJs
is shown in Fig. 2B. The MJ in the feedback loop of an
operational amplifier yields a non-linear amplifier which
changes the harmonic distribution of an input waveform, thus
yielding a ‘‘warmer’’ sound useful in electronic music, particularly
guitars. For the case shown in Fig. 2B, a 220 Hz, 300 mV p–p sine
wave entering the circuit yields an output containing the upper
frequency spectrum of Fig. 2D, with a rich distribution of harmonics
perceived as quite different ‘‘sound’’ from the input waveform. Since
the harmonic distribution depends strongly on molecular layer
structure and thickness, the wide variety of available molecules
provides the ability to ‘‘tune’’ the MJ to achieve a desirable sound.
The smooth onset and variability of electronic response of MJs
compared to silicon or germanium devices may provide an attractive
alternative to the vacuum tube amplifiers widely used for electric
guitars.22

Adding a second molecular layer of BTB to the AQ device as a
‘‘nanometric building block’’ and keeping all other aspects of
the junction structure constant yields an eC/AQ6.8/BTB8.0/eC/Au

Fig. 1 (A) Schematic of molecular trilayer junction with carbon top and bottom contacts. x, y, and z indicate oligomers yielding the indicated thicknesses.
LiBA = lithium benzoate, BTB = bis-thienylbenzene; AQ = anthraquinone. (B) Image of completed 250 � 250 mm molecular junction on a black
background. (C) Schematic energy level diagram for a trilayer junction, calculated for free molecules and ignoring possible perturbations by contact to
the electrodes.
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junction with a completely distinct JV response from that of AQ
alone. It should be noted that the 410 nm thickness of the
bilayer exceeds the B5 nm generally considered possible by
coherent tunnelling,5–7 and charge transport is likely a multi-
step process, similar to that proposed recently for single-layer
films in the 6–12 nm thickness range.12 As shown in Fig. 2C,
addition of the second molecular layer yields a rectifier, and
this response varies only slightly with scan rate or the addition
of acetonitrile vapour to the vacuum atmosphere (Fig. S3, ESI†).
The rectification correlates with the donor (BTB) and acceptor
(AQ) characteristics of the molecular layers, and can be varied
in magnitude by alterations in molecular energy levels and the
order of layer deposition.31 As with the single layer, variations
in structures and thickness alter the magnitude of rectification
as well as the onset voltage for current flow, thus providing
‘‘tunability’’ of the electronic response. If the bias range of the
JV response of the bilayer is chosen to limit the current
magnitude to o100 mA (| J| o 0.08 A cm�2), the JV scans may
be repeated 41 million times at 1000 V s�1 (46 hours
continuous scanning) with only minor changes in JV response
(Fig. S4, ESI†). Fig. 2D (lower trace) shows the Fourier transform
of the output waveform for the circuit of Fig. 2B when the AQ
layer is replaced with AQ/BTB, with the same 220 Hz sine wave
input. The rich harmonics are still present, but close inspection
reveals they are different harmonics, with the ‘‘odd’’ harmonics
(440, 880, 1320. . .Hz) becoming more prominent than the ‘‘even’’
harmonics (660, 1100, 1540. . .Hz). Note particularly that addition

of a single B8 nm BTB layer to the AQ devices has completely
altered their JV and audio behaviours when both cases have
identical external device structures.

Unlike conventional semiconductors, the molecules in ‘‘large
area’’ MJs are not crystals and can be structurally dynamic, thus
introducing a potentially wide range of phenomena in MJs
which are difficult with conventional devices. One example is
‘‘redox gating,’’ in which an external stimulus induces a redox
reaction which changes device conductance,32–36 often involving
metal oxides and electrolyte layers with thicknesses 450 nm.
Fig. 1A shows the full trilayer made by adding a third nano-
metric ‘‘building block’’ of LiBA on top of the AQ/BTB bilayer
used as a rectifier in Fig. 2.

The addition of a third molecular layer to make eC/AQ6.8/
BTB8.0/LiBA1.1/eC/Au with a total molecular layer thickness of
15.9 nm has minor effects on the JV behaviour in vacuum
(shown in Fig. 3A), since the LiBA layer is thin (o2 nm) and
results in a decrease in overall conductance. Note also that the
rectification ratio (RR, defined as | J(�3.5 V)/J(+3.5 V)|) increases
from 28 in the bilayer to 75 in the trilayer, both at 1000 V s�1 in
vacuum. As was the case for the AQ/BTB bilayer, the trilayer
JV response in vacuum is nearly independent of scan rate
(Fig. S5A, ESI†) and can be repeated thousands of times at
1000 V s�1. A polar molecule such as acetonitrile (ACN) can
solvate ions to greatly increase their mobility, and we reported
previously that when MJs are exposed to acetonitrile vapour for
415 minutes, significant changes in electronic behaviour occur

Fig. 2 (A) Current density (J) vs. bias voltage (Vapp) curves for MJs made with either a 6.8 nm layer of AQ or 7.5 nm layer of BTB. (B) Amplifier circuit using
a molecular junction to modify the harmonic distribution of the input music waveform. (C) JV curve for an AQ/BTB bilayer with the same thicknesses at
those in panel A. (D) Fourier transform of the output of the circuit in panel B, with either AQ or AQ/BTB in the molecular junction.
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if potentially mobile ions are present.37,38 For the case of AQ/
BTB/LiBA in Fig. 3A, the JV response changes dramatically
if acetonitrile (ACN) vapour is introduced into the vacuum
chamber for 440 minutes resulting in an approximate ACN
vapour pressure of 100 Torr. The JV response at 1000 V s�1 is
similar to that in vacuum, but slower scan rates result in
pronounced hysteresis and much larger current density for
negative bias, as shown in Fig. 3B. The more negative J on the
return scan after �2.5 V in Fig. 3C indicates that the trilayer
device has become more conductive during the negative bias
excursion, and this dynamic behaviour during and after the
application of a negative voltage are discussed further below. In
ACN vapour, the RR(�3.5 V) for the trilayer increases from 240 at
1000 V s�1 to 46900 at 1 V s�1. Although this result is the
highest reported value for MJs with symmetric contacts to our
knowledge, similar or higher values have been reported for
asymmetric MJs based on metal/thiol/Egain39 and Au/mole-
cule/Ti/Au devices.40 These dynamic effects induced by ACN
vapour are repeatable and reversible, with the rectifying JV curve
of Fig. 3A returning after overnight exposure to o1 � 10�5 Torr
vacuum.

The trilayer device in ACN vapour has several characteristics
of a memory device, as illustrated in Fig. 3D. Fast voltammetric
scans (1000 V s�1) with often asymmetric bias limits provided

‘‘snapshots’’ of the device electronic characteristics before and
after polarization at negative bias. The initial scan of Fig. 3D is
the ‘‘at rest’’ trilayer as fabricated, similar to those in Fig. 3B
and C, with a JV curve for AQ included for comparison. The
vertical dashed line at V = 0 in 3D emphasizes the asymmetry of
the trilayer JV curve compared to that of AQ. The curve labeled
‘‘0 s’’ was obtained immediately after a �4.5 V bias pulse
lasting ten seconds, and shows a marked increase in conduc-
tance for both bias polarities and a large reduction in the
positive onset voltage for device current. Each of the red scans
was initiated at V = 0 and obtained after �4.5 V, 10 s bias pulses
with wait periods of 0.1, 1, 10, and 100 seconds after the
negative bias pulse. The JV curve for the device relaxes slowly
from its ‘‘ON’’ state observed at 0 s back to the initial JV curve,
with the relaxation time dependent on the duration of the
�4.5 V bias pulse. In the case shown in Fig. 3D, the initial JV
curve was recovered after B10 minutes.

The dynamics of the conductance changes are also evident
for fast bias pulses, which provide better time resolution and
less perturbation of the device compared to voltammetric
scans. Fig. 4A shows the response of the trilayer device to five
successive 10 ms pulses to �4.5 V bias, with a return to V = 0 for
100 ms between pulses. In vacuum, the current density
increases slightly with successive pulses (B3% pulse�1), but

Fig. 3 (A) JV responses for bilayer and trilayer MJs in vacuum, 1000 V s�1 scan rate. (B) Trilayer device of panel A in vacuum and after 440 minutes in
acetonitrile vapour (ACN), at 1000 V s�1 (solid curves) and 1 V s�1 (dashed curves), as indicated. (C) JV responses for trilayer device of panel A in ACN
vapour at scan rates of 1000, 100, 10, and 1 V s�1 from top to bottom. (D) Initial JV curve for the trilayer at 1000 V s�1 (black curve) in ACN vapour and an
MJ containing the AQ layer only (blue curve). Green curve was obtained immediately after a �4.5 V, 10 s voltage pulse to the trilayer, and red curves were
obtained at 0.1, 1, 10, and 100 seconds after �4.5 V pulses. Red curves were limited to positive bias to avoid restoring higher conductance at negative
bias.
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the same device in ACN vapour shows a much larger increase in
J (4100%) with both time during a pulse and for successive
pulses. The dynamics of the trilayer device during a negative
pulse on a longer time scale are shown in both vacuum and
ACN vapour in Fig. S6 (ESI†). In ACN, the current density
reaches a maximum of B�9 A cm�2 after B0.5 s of a �4.5 V
pulse, while in vacuum the same device exhibits a slow increase
for at least 1 s, to a �3 A cm�2. Fig. 4B shows a series of 0 to
+5 V pulses with 50 ms duration applied to a trilayer device after
a single�4.5 V pulse lasting 10 ms which occurs at t = 5 s. (Note
that the time scale of Fig. 4B is several seconds so the plot of
current density recorded during successive +5 V pulses versus
time appears continuous). The �4.5 V pulse could be considered
a ‘‘write’’ pulse which induced the conductance change, while the
+5 V pulses are ‘‘read’’ events which cause minor perturbations to
the device. As apparent in Fig. 4B, the conductance change
induced by the �4.5 V ‘‘write’’ pulse decreases with time over a
few-minute period, but the conductance is returned to nearly its
initial low value by several +5 V, 100 ms ‘‘erase’’ pulses. The inset
in Fig. 4B shows the recorded current during non-destructive
read pulses taken before the write pulse (1), just after the write
pulse (2), during the conductance decay (3) and after a 100 ms
+5 V erase pulse (4). Such behavior illustrates a repeatable

memory function with retention lasting several minutes. The entire
‘‘read, write, read, erase’’ cycle may be repeated many times, with
non-destructive ‘‘read’’ pulses applied any time during the cycle.

The possibility of redox reactions and ion motion being
involved in the conductance changes in the AQ6.8/BTB8.0/
LiBA1.1 trilayer in ACN vapour was investigated by measuring
charge flow associated with the ‘‘write’’ pulse. As noted in
Fig. 4A, the current during a �4.5 V ‘‘write’’ pulse increases
rapidly due to the increased device conductance. If the bias is
returned to V = 0 after the ‘‘write’’ pulse, a ‘‘backstep’’ current is
observed due to charge motion, with the much larger device
current of Fig. 4A absent at zero bias. Fig. 4C shows the
backstep current at V = 0 following a 0.25 s, �4.5 V pulse to
an AQ6.8/BTB8.0/LiBA1.1 trilayer device (area = 6.25 � 10�4 cm2)
in ACN vapour (red curve). Note that the RC time constant of
the junction is a few ms, so the slow current decay is not due to
parallel plate capacitance. In addition, positive current on the
backstep corresponds to electrons traveling from the bottom
electrode (in contact with AQ) to the top electrode (in contact
with BTB and LiBA) in the external circuit. The area under the
backstep current trace is the total charge leaving the MJ at V = 0
after a ‘‘write’’ pulse, and equals 1.94 � 10�9 coulombs.
Also shown in Fig. 4C is the backstep current observed after a

Fig. 4 Responses to bias pulses applied to a AQ/BTB/LiBA trilayer device in vacuum and ACN vapour. (A) Current density vs. time during five 10 ms,
�4.5 V bias pulses spaced 100 ms apart in vacuum (black trace) and ACN vapour (red trace). Inset shows expanded view of first pulse. (B) J for one
thousand +5 V ‘‘read’’ pulses lasting 50 ms spaced 100 ms apart, following a �4.5 V, 10 ms ‘‘write’’ pulse which occurred at t = 5 s. Starting at t = 56 s, four
100 ms, +5 V ‘‘erase’’ pulses were applied which reduced device conductance. Inset shows sample ‘‘read’’ pulses taken before (1), after the �4.5 V ‘‘write’’
pulse (2), 40 seconds later (3), and after the ‘‘erase’’ pulses (4). (C) ‘‘Backstep’’ currents recorded at zero bias following 0.25 s, �4.5 V bias pulses with the
indicated bias values and atmospheres. The discontinuity in the red curve is due to successive 5 second acquisition periods. (D) Schematic of trilayer
operation; see text for details.
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+4.5 V pulse to the same, at-rest device, which is much smaller
and corresponds to 2.73 � 10�10 coulombs. In vacuum, the
same device shows even smaller backsteps, containing at most
to B3% of the charge of the backstep from a �4.5 V pulse.

The experimental results support the conclusion that the
AQ6.8/BTB8/LiBA trilayer in ACN vapour has properties of a
complete redox cell containing two redox systems and mobile
ions, combined with ‘‘conductance switching’’ in which the DC
current across the MJ is modulated by the charge state of the
redox cell. As shown schematically in Fig. 4D, a negative ‘‘write’’
pulse causes reduction of AQ to AQ� and oxidation of BTB to
BTB+, accompanied by Li+ motion from the carboxylate group of
benzoic acid. Li+ motion stabilizes the space charge generated by
the redox reactions to form AQ�/Li+ near the bottom electrode
and BTB+/BA� near the top electrode. The relaxation of the
‘‘charged’’ state evident in Fig. 3D and 4B is due to discharge
of the redox cell in both the external circuit and at the interface
between the AQ and BTB layers. The charge flow upon return to
V = 0 after a �4.5 write pulse corresponds to 3.2 � 10�11 moles
cm�2, which is smaller than that observed for BTB in electrolyte
solution29,30 and represents approximately 10% of the total BTB
or AQ present in the device. Since BTB+ is a much better
electronic conductor than BTB, the 10% change has a large
(4100�) effect on device conductance. The similarity of the
charge to the total BTB present is also an indication that Li+

insertion into the carbon electrodes is unlikely, and such
insertion should occur at both bias polarities if it occurs at
all. The backstep results also indicate that there was unintentional
reduction of AQ during electrochemical deposition of molecular
layers, resulting in a resting state that is slightly charged. An initial
positive bias preceding negative ‘‘write’’ pulses oxidizes the AQ�

residue and increases the RR. As apparent in Fig. 3D and 4C, the

redox cell returns to the slightly charged state after perturbations
of either polarity, implying that charge is conserved within the
trilayer molecular junction.

The experimental results also clearly indicate a ‘‘molecular
signature’’ relating structure to behaviour, plus the ability to
drastically change electronic properties in the same external
device structure by successive addition of different nanometer-
thick molecular layers. We have previously reported several
different functions of carbon-based molecular junctions, including
tunnelling,6,7,24,41 field ionization,11 emission of light,42–44 photo-
currents,45,46 quantum interference,47 audio distortion,22 flexibility23

and rectification.31,48 The current report demonstrates that
disparate functions are possible in devices with symmetric
contacts by changing molecular structures of one, two or three
molecular layers. Some possible applications of such ‘‘multi-
functional’’ molecular junctions are listed in Fig. 5, based on
past and current results.

When the third molecular layer contains mobile Li+, the MJ
becomes dynamic, and may be reversibly switched between a
B15 nm thick molecular rectifier with RR = 240 (@�3.5 V,
Fig. 3D, black curve) to a nearly symmetric JV response (RR =
1.2 @�3.5 V, Fig. 3D, green curve), with both cases determined
at 1000 V s�1. The reversible, repeatable conductance change
can be greater than a factor of 150 (Fig. 3D at V = +4.4 V).
Metastable charge storage apparent in Fig. 4 has at least two
potential applications in electronics; in memory devices or for
on-chip energy storage. The trilayer device has many characteristics
of a 16 nm thick ‘‘battery’’, and could be further improved by
positioning the LiBA layer between AQ and BTB to provide the
‘‘separator’’ present in conventional batteries. Li+ motion and redox
reactions should permit much higher charge storage density
than a standard parallel plate capacitor. High charge density

Fig. 5 Possible application areas for single layer, bilayer, and trilayer molecular junctions using the same external device structure but different
nanometric building blocks.
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can significantly improve memory devices, with redox cells
having higher data density than conventional DRAM, without
the need for the process-intense trench capacitor.49 In addition
to enabling redox reactions, mobile ions can have dramatic
effects on electronic behaviour, such as ionic screening50,51 and
internal electric field modification.52–54 The Bms dynamics
apparent in Fig. 3 should be significantly accelerated for other solid
electrolytes, e.g. vapour deposited Nasicon with a conductivity of
0.002 S cm�1 55 should transit Na+ across 15 nm in o10 ns under a
2 V bias. We anticipate that redox reactions and ion motion, which
are absent or actively avoided in silicon microelectronics, may
provide useful functions in dynamic molecular junctions.

In conclusion, the results show that it is possible to achieve
a variety of electronic functions in a single device structure by
variations in the internal structures of 1, 2, or 3 molecular
layers with nanometric thicknesses. The functions include a
tunnel junction useful in a non-linear amplifier circuit and a
bilayer rectifier which yields a different harmonic distribution
from the single layer devices. The introduction of mobile Li+

ions into the bilayer rectifier produces a dynamic, redox active
device with possible applications in memory and on-chip energy
storage. The junction design has sufficient lifetime and temperature
tolerance for commercial applications, and further variations of
molecular layer order and structure should enable a variety
of electronic functions which are difficult or impossible with
conventional semiconductor materials.
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